
“Design is as much an act of spacing as an act of marking.”



Imaginetryingtoreadalineoftextwithoutspacing.
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The distance from the baseline of one line of type to another is called line spacing. It is also called 
leading, in reference to the strips of lead used to separate lines of metal type. The default setting 
in most layout and imaging software is 120 percent of the type size. Thus 10-pt type is set with 
12 pts of line spacing. Designers play with line spacing in order to create distinctive typographic 
arrangements. Reducing the standard distance creates a denser typographic color, while risking 
collisions between ascenders and descenders. Expanding the line spacing creates a lighter, more 
open text block. As leading increases, lines of type become independent graphic elements rather 
than parts of an overall visual shape and texture.
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Although the two terms are often used interchangeably, readability and legibility 

are actually two quite different terms. Readability pertains to how easily words, 

sentences, and entire blocks of texts can be read by the average reader. The more 

readable a text is, the less energy someone has to expend while reading. Legibility, 

on the other hand, is a measure of how easy it is for the reader to distinguish one 

letter or character in a text from another.
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